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March 28, 2018 
 
 
 
Attention:  Project Managers 
 

 

 

RE: INVITATION TO TENDER 
WATER BAY TRUCK 2018 

AMENDMENT #2 
 

 
Dear Madame(s) or Sir(s), 
 
The intent of this addendum is to advise of questions and answers that have been issued for 
the above mentioned tender.  
 
1. Question: 

On page 12 you ask for Hot shift PTO or clutch pump, and on page 13 it say’s Must 
have PTO provision & Throttle control, please advise. 

Answer:  
This is related to the Hydraulic tools, so there has to be some way of turning on the 
PTO and then controlling the throttle from a remote location. 

 
2. Question: 

Page 13 Heavy duty hydraulic cooler, where did you want this mounted or do we install 
where there is space?  

Answer: 
Yes, that is correct; where you have adequate space and ventilation.  

 

3. Question: 
Page 13 Selector valve, if the crane is going to be electric powered what is the selector 
valve for?  

Answer: 
This in case it is required for your set up. 
 

4. Question: 
Page 13 Flow meter and pressure gauge, do you want to see flow or control flow?  

Answer: 
Just and inline flow meter where it can be seen and pressure gauge. Flow can be 
controlled by the remote throttle 
 

5. Question: 
Page 14 Pricing for power converter, what size and did you want sine wave or not.  

Answer: 
Do you have a standard one you supply for municipal vehicles? If so state what it is. 
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6. Question: 
Do you or can you advise on the Preferred Body Co or Body Model#? 

Answer: 
The cabinet design is from Work Truck West but simply for design and is not 

preference consideration. 

 
 
Please note on your submission the inclusion of same. 
Should you need further information, or have any other questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact the undersigned at 250-632-8928. 
 

Yours truly, 
 
 
Robyn Iannarelli 
Purchasing Manager 
 


